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Summary 

 

Usually, LPF(low pass filter) is used in the feedback loop of  SRF(Synchronous 

Reference Frame) - PLL (Phase Locked Loop) system because the measured grid 

voltage contains harmonic distortions and sensor noises. In this paper, it is shown that 

the cut-off frequency of the LPF should be designed to suppress the harmonic ripples 

contained in the measured voltage. Also, a new design method of the loop gain of the 

PI-type controller in the SRF-PLL is proposed with the consideration of the dynamics of 

the LPF. As a result, a better transient response can be obtained with the proposed 

design method. The LPF frequency and PI controller gain are designed in coordination 

according to the steady state and dynamic performance requirement. This paper shows 

the feasibility and the usefulness of the proposed methods through the computer 

simulation and the lab-scale experiments 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The accurate phase angle and magnitude 

of grid voltage should be known for the 

grid connected operation of all kinds of 

distributed resources. The important 

transient periods includes not only the 

transients of grid connection but also the 

abrupt change of grid voltage due to the 

grid fault. The phase-locked loop (PLL) is 

the most common technique for grid 

connected power converters and power 

quality interface devices such as UPS, 

APF, and UPQC. [1][4] 

To avoid the steady state error many 

conventional PLL systems find out phase 

angle using PI-type feedback controller in 

synchronous reference frame. A 

LPF(Low-Pass Filter) is used in the 

feedback loop of SRF(Synchronous 

Reference Frame) - PLL (Phase Locked 

Loop) system because the measured grid 

voltage contains harmonic distortions and 

sensor noises. Also, in case of the 

unbalanced voltage conditions, such as a 

single line ground fault, happens only the 



positive sequence component of the 

output voltage is used for the calculation 

of the feedback voltage in synchronous 

reference frame. 

Due to the nonlinear loads connected in 

the power system. The grid voltage 

contains low-order harmonics such as the 

5th, 7th, 11th and 13th.  

Also the voltage measurement can be 

influenced by the switching operation of 

power electronics nearby because the 

switching frequency several kHz with high 

power ratings. 

Therefore response of PLL system is 

investigated for voltage harmonics and 

Voltage disturbances with step change of 

voltage magnitude and phase angle. The 

phase detection method [1] has two 

features for effective angle detection 

during the voltage distortion. Fig.1 is a 

computation block of positive sequence 

voltage for the unbalanced voltage 

conditions. The other is a low pass filter at 

the voltage in synchronous reference 

frame for the reduction of voltage 

harmonics. However the design guideline 

for the PI controller gain or the LPF cut-off 

frequency to meet the requirement of the 

dynamic response of the PLL system. 

In [2], it is shown that the phase angle can 

be calculated accurately by the 

decoupling of the cross-coupling voltages 

in double synchronous reference frame. 

However the configuration of the 

decoupling compensation can be complex 

if the source voltage contains various 

orders of harmonics. Also, the dynamic 

response to the phase jump of the voltage 

source can be degraded due to the 

different response characteristics of LPF 

which is located at the output of each 

synchronous reference frame. 

A linearized model of SRF-PLL system is 

presented to analyze the dynamic 

response of the PI-type feedback 

controller in the system. Even though the 

optimized closed loop bandwidth of the 

PLL system increased up to 1 kHz.[4] The 

analysis does not considered LPF which 

is common in real world application for the 

effective and robust filtering of voltage 

harmonics and sensor noises. The worse 

angle detection performance is obtained 

in case of voltage unbalance and 

harmonics without LPF. This paper shows 

the feasibility and the usefulness of the 

proposed methods through the computer 

simulation and the lab-scale experiments 

 

2. DESIGN OF SRF-PLL SYSTEM 

 

2.1 Conventional SRF-PLL System with 

LPF  

Fig. 2.1.1 shows the block diagram of a 

conventional SRF-PLL system with LPF in 

the d-axis synchronous reference frame 

voltage. When the input 3-phase voltages 

contain only fundamental components the 

synchronous reference frame voltages 

have pure dc values.  

However the grid voltage usually contains 

harmonics due to nonlinear elements 



such as transformers and rectifier loads. 

Also the measurement of grid voltage can 

contain switching noises and ripple. 

Especially if the low-order harmonics such 

as 5th, 7th, 11th, and 13th are dominant 

in the system voltage, 4th, 6th, 10th and 

12th order ripples are inevitantly 

contained in the feedback signal of the 

SRF-PLL system.   

As the phase angle is aligned to the q-

axis synchronous voltage, the reference 

value of d-axis synchronous voltage is 

always zero. The PI controller outputs the 

frequency for compensation of phase 

error without steady state error. The 

feedforward term of rated 

frequency(60Hz) helps the dynamic 

performance of PI controller because the 

PI controller need to care only the 

deviation of the phase angle. 

In some applications not only the phase 

angle but also the magnitude of grid 

voltage is necessary. In that case, the 

square root of the sum of squares of d-

axis and q-axis voltage represents the 

magnitude as shown in Fig. 2.1.1 
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 Fig. 2.1.1 Block diagram of conventional 

three-phase PLL system 
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 Fig. 2.1.2 Reduction of harmonics with 

LPF cut-off frequency. 

( 2861.1,0909.0 == ip KK ) 

(a) grid voltage, (b) harmonics(5th and 7th), 

(c) grid phase angle( sec]/[2830 radc =ω ), 

(d) grid frequency ( sec]/[2830 radc =ω ), 

(e) grid frequency ( sec]/[283 radc =ω ),  

(f) grid frequency ( sec]/[3.28 radc =ω ) 

 

2.2 Effective Low-Pass Filtering of 

Voltage Harmonics 

It is assumed that the three phase voltage, 

aE , 
bE , 

cE  contains 5% of 5th-order 

and 5% of 7th-order harmonics from the 

moments of 100msec in Fig. 2.1.2(a). 

The amount of ripple voltage contained in 

the input is shown in Fig. 2.1.2(b). Even 

though the phase angle, 
eθ  error can not 

be recognized well in Fig. 2.1.2 (c), the 

output frequency, 
eω  which is the 

derivative of the phase angle, 
eθ  shows 

large ripple at 5th order harmonic 

frequency with LPF cut-off frequency  



sec]/[2830 radc =ω  in Fig. 2.1.2(d). For 

the comparison, the output frequencies 

with LPF cut-off frequency 

sec]/[283 radc =ω  and sec]/[3.28 radc =ω  

are shown in Fig. 2.1.2(e) and (f) 

respectively. 

It is shown that low-order harmonics can 

be suppressed effectively by the selection 

of low cut-off frequency of LPF. 

Fig. 2.2.1 provides a guideline for the 

selection of cut-off frequency of LPF. 

When the lowest order harmonic 

attenuation level is decided the cut-off 

frequency of the first order LPF can be 

chosen. 

In this example, to obtain -15dB at 5th 

order harmonic frequency, the selected 

cut-off frequency of the LPF is 283 

[rad/sec] using the bode plot in Fig. 2.2.1 

(a). 

In Fig. 2.2.1(b) the d-axis synchronous 

reference frame voltage shows large 

ripple. 

On the other hand, the voltage ripple in 

Fig. 2.2.1(c) reduced down -15dB 

effectively with LPF( sec]/[283 radc =ω ). 

However the reduced value of LPF cut-off 

frequency can cause the delay of the 

feedback voltage of PLL. As a result the 

dynamic response of the PLL system is 

limited due to the low cut-off frequency of 

LPF even though the PI controller gain is 

high enough. The slow dynamic response 

of the PLL system during voltage transient 

can be a problem when the fast control 

response is required such as the 

LVRT(low voltage ride through) 

applications for the distributed generators. 
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 Fig. 2.2.1 LPF bode plot and fdeE _  

(a) LPF bode plot ( sec]/[283 radc =ω ), 

(b) fdeE _ without LPF, (c) fdeE _ with LPF 

( sec]/[283 radc =ω ). 

 

2.3 Modeling of PLL System with 

Consideration of LPF  

A linearized modeling of a SRF-PLL 

system was introduced in [4] without LPF. 

If the coordinate transformation is ideal 

and the voltage variation in synchronous 

reference frame can be regarded as linear 

to the phase angle deviation, the closed 

loop PLL system can be modeled as Fig. 

2.3.1. The loop filter in general PLL 

system is replaced with PI controller as 

(2.1.1) and the VCO is represented as an 

integrator. Note that the magnitude of 

voltage, 
mE is located in the middle of the 



loop. The low pass filter is a first order 

digital filter with cut-off frequency, 
cω  in 

(2.1.2). The open-loop transfer function 

T(s) is in (2.1.3) and the closed-loop 

transfer function is in (2.1.4) including 

LPF model in the denominator. In (2.1.5) 

a desired model transfer function is 

shown for the 3rd order closed loop 

dynamics. The first term is for the pole 

zero cancellation and the second term is 

for the model dynamics of prototype 2nd 

order transfer function with system 

bandwidth of 
nω and damping coefficient 

of ζ . To meet the same desired 

response dynamics of the PLL system 

with the prototype system, it is proposed 

that the LPF cut-off frequency, 
cω  should 

keep the relationship with c as shown 

(2.1.6) with α =1. The PI controller gain 

and time constant also should be 

determined as (2.1.7). 
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 Fig. 2.3.1 Linearised PLL model with 

consideration of LPF 
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3. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL 

RESULTS  

 

To verify the response of the PLL system 

with proposed design method, various 

simulations have been performed. 

Parameters for the simulation are given in 

Table 3.1. The simulation package used in 

the study is the PSIM with C language 

interface using DLL(dynamic link library). 

Table 3.1 Simulation Parameters  

Symbol Description Value 

sampT  Digital sampling time 100[usec] 

nω  Controller bandwith 200[rad/sec] 

cω  LPF Cutoff frequency 283[rad/sec] 

 

Dynamic responses of PLL system during 

voltage disturbances are compared 

between the conventional and the 

proposed method of design. As shown in 

Fig. 3.1 (a), the abrupt voltage 

disturbance is applied with 50% of voltage 

magnitude and 90 degree of phase jump 

for 0.1sec(6 cycles). It is found that the 

step phase jump is one of the most 



severe conditions in voltage disturbances 

for the test of PLL system dynamics. Both 

in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2, the LPF is 

included in the simulation model with 

cω =283 rad/sec. The difference comes 

from the design method of PI controller 

gain. The Kp and tau is calculated from 

the 2nd order prototype transfer function 

without consideration of LPF resulting Kp 

= 0.909 and tau= 0.0071 in Fig. 3.1, The 

phase angle, 
eθ  in (b) and the frequency, 

eω   in (c) have large oscillation. The d-

axis voltage, q-axis voltage and the 

voltage magnitude are plotted in Fig. 3.1 

(d), (e), and (f) respectively. Even though 

the d-axis voltage and q-axis voltage have 

oscillation due to the phase angle error in 

the transient, the magnitude of voltage 

directly calculated from the d-axis voltage 

and the q-axis voltage has almost perfect 

response to the actual voltage magnitude. 

The correct calculation of voltage 

magnitude is very important not only for 

the dynamic current control but also for 

the correct design of PI controller gain of 

PLL system because the magnitude is 

included in (2.1.7).  

On the other hand, the PLL response 

during the same conditions with Fig. 3.1 is 

shown in Fig. 3.2 with consideration of 

LPF. The PI controller gain is 909.0=pK , 

01.2=τ  in Fig.6. The transient time in this 

case is about 16msec (1 cycle) with the 

system bandwidth,
nω =200 rad/sec. 
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Fig. 3.1 PLL dynamics simulation without 

the consideration of LPF 

(a)Grid voltage (b)Phase angle (c)Frequency 

(d)SRF-D axis voltage (e)SRF-Q axis voltage 

(f)Grid voltage magnitude 
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 Fig. 3.2 PLL dynamics simulation with 

the consideration of LPF 

(a)Grid voltage (b)Phase angle (c)Frequency 

(d)SRF-D axis voltage (e)SRF-Q axis voltage 

(f)Grid voltage magnitude 

 



For the better dynamic response, not only 

the system bandwidth but also the cut-off 

frequency of LPF should be increased at 

the expense of the loss of attenuation 

effect of voltage harmonics and noises. 

The dynamic response of the PLL system 

with different system bandwidths and cut-

off frequencies of LPF are compared in 

Fig. 3.3 during the same voltage 

disturbance condition. The voltage 

disturbance in Fig. 3.3 is the same as the 

case in Fig. 3.2 which is 50% of 

magnitude reduction and 90 degree of 

phase jump. In Fig. 3.3 (c), the phase 

angle offset (integral of the output of PI 

controller) is plotted when the system 

bandwidth is 20 rad/sec and the cut-off 

frequency of LPF is 29.28 rad/sec.  The 

phase angle offset with the system 

bandwidth of 40 rad/sec and the cut-off 

frequency of 57.56 rad/sec is plotted in 

Fig. 3.3 (d). At last, the same graph is 

plotted with the system bandwidth of 200 

rad/sec and the cut-off frequency of 283 

rad/sec in Fig. 3.3 (e). Output frequencies 

of all these three cases are compared in 

the Fig. 3.3 (b), which shows the 

proposed design method of PLL dynamics 

is very effective. An experimental set-up is 

prepared for the test of the proposed 

method as shown in Fig. 3.4. Because of 

the limitation of the number of channels in 

arbitrary waveform generator and the 

oscilloscope, only 4 variables are 

displayed in the experimental results in 

Fig. 9 and Fig. 2.1.10. 

aE bE cE

283,200 == cne with ωωω

57.56,40 == cne with ωωω

28.92,20 == cne with ωωω

28.92,20 == cnwithoffsetanglePhase ωω

56.57,40 == cnwithoffsetanglePhase ωω

283,200 == cnwithoffsetanglePhase ωω

 Fig. 3.3 Comparison of the dynamic 

responses of the PLL system with the 

proposed design method for PI controller 

under the same voltage disturbance 
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 Fig. 3.4 Experimental setup for PLL 

Dynamics Test 

 

The a-phase voltage waveform with the 

same conditions of simulation is shown in 

Fig. 9 (a). The phase angle and the output 

frequency and the q-axis SRF voltage are 



shown in Fig. 9 (b), (c), and (d) 

respectively when the PI controller gain is 

selected without the consideration of LPF. 

The same variables are plotted in Fig. 

2.1.10 with the PI controller gain 

calculated from (2.1.7). As much as the 

simulation result, the experimental results 

prove the excellence of the proposed 

design method of PLL system compared 

to the conventional one. 

 

 Fig. 3.5 PLL dynamics experiment result 

without the consideration of LPF 

(a)Grid voltage(
aE ) (b)Phase angle 

(c)Frequency (d)SRF-Q axis voltage 

 

 Fig. 3.6 PLL dynamics experiment result 

with the consideration of LPF 

(a)Grid voltage(
aE ) (b)Phase angle 

(c)Frequency (d)SRF-Q axis voltage 

4. CONCLUSION 

 

A new method is proposed and evaluated 

to improve the dynamic response of the 

SRF-PLL system which is one of the most 

important features for the robust operation 

of distributed generation system during 

the grid voltage disturbances. A LPF is 

usually used in SRF-PLL system for the 

suppression of voltage harmonics and 

noises having wide spectrum of 

frequencies. A new design method of the 

system bandwidth and the loop gain 

according to the cut-off frequency of LPF 

is proposed. The dynamic response of the 

PLL system is improved using the 

proposed method when a voltage 

disturbance occurred. The desired 

dynamic response of the PLL system can 

be obtained with the proper combination 

of the system bandwidth and the cut-off 

frequency of LPF. The feasibility and the 

performance is tested and verified 

through computer simulations and DSP-

based experiments. 
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